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Purpose and Scope of Survey
The primary purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate through
the use of the accumulated data, the method by which the most efficient
school health program could be adopted in the Cambridge school system.
Another function of the survey is to discover any phases of
the school health program which are being overlooked or inadequately
developed.
It is our intention to show that the student benefits through
health protection, health teaching, and physical education by the coordi-
nation of these three programs into a unified plan under the administration
of a director.
In order to reach a successful conclusion, it was necessary
to extend this survey to cover the four following phases of the City of
Cambridge: (a) physical properties; (b) organizations; (c) re-
creational centers; (d) community and school facilities. By the proper
organization of this group a greater service can be rendered by each
division. Also, by the efficient and intelligent instruction which must
be a part of this service, our youth, through a health education plan,
will develop the mental, moral, and physical character beneficial to
future generations.
The technique employed in this health survey is as follows:
(a) abstracting existing reports of the city departments (years
ending 1931 and 1932).
(b) outline of questions as guide in survey.

2(c) personal interviews by the surveyor with the various administrative
officers of the city,
(d) the use of Lippincott's Gazetteer, Boston Daily Weather reports
(1872-1914), street map of Boston Area by Cram, United States Census
1930, Volume III, Part Lj and World Atlas by Rand McNally at the Cam-
bridge Public Library (Central Branch), Trowbridge Street.

3Outline for a Survey
I. Community
A. Physical conditions (topography)
B. Population
C. Government (school, otherwise)
D. General Health of Community
E. Community Facilities
F. Sources of Revenue
II, School
A. Government
B. Facilities
D. Services
D. Students
E. Health of Students
F. Summary
Prepared by the classes in Administration of Physical Education at the
Sargent School and School of Education, Boston University.
Eleanor Gross
Stephen Ciccorella
Chairmen

I, Community
A* Physical conditions (topography)
Location
1. What is the latitude and longitude?
2. What is the sea level?
3. In what zone is it?
Topography
4. Are there any mountains?
5. Are there any rivers?
6. Is there a coast line?
7. Are there any lakes and ponds?
8. What uses are made of the rivers, lakes, and ponds?
9. Are there any canals?
10. Are there any valleys?
11. Are there falls?
Climate
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
What is the average temperature in the winter and
summer?
Is it in the temperate zone?
To what extent does the temperature vary either in
winter or summer?
Is there much ice in winter?
Is there a rainy season or is the rainfall evenly
distributed throughout the year?
Is it a dry area?
Are there any bad storms?
Is there a prevailing wind?
What is the average snowfall?
What is the humidity record each year?
Nature
22.
23.
What woods, forests, or parks are there?
What other gifts of nature are there which are ad-
vantageous to the community in one way or another?
B. Population
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
How many different races are there?
What are the racial characteristics?
What are their religions?
Which race predominates?
What is the standard of living of each race?
What cultural background has each race?
What is the educational background of each race?
•:
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531. What political attitudes have they?
32. What are the social inheritances of each race?
33. Which race supplies the greatest number as school
children?
34. What is the birth rate in the community?
35. What is it for each level of society?
36. What has made the birth rate either increase or decrease?
37. What is the death rate?
38. What is it for each level of society?
39. What are the causes?
a. Natural causes?
b. At birth?
c. Childhood disease?
d. Accidents?
40. Which is the above cause accountable for the most deaths?
Sectionalism
41. Do all the sections of the town get along together?
42. Can any child go to any school without prejudice?
43. Is there a so-called "Slum section"?
44. Is there a "residential" or "wealthy" section?
45. Are there sections of the city almost wholly inhabited
by one race or class?
46. Is there any reflection on boys and girls of other races
or color in the school or school athletics?
47. Is there any feeling between the different religions?
48. Is there good fellowship between the different
organizations in the town?
City Government
49. What is the form of government?
50. Who is the head of the local government?
51. How is he elected?
52. What are his duties?
53. Who are the rest of the officers in the community?
54. Are they elected or appointed?
55. What are their duties?
56. Is there any educational board?
57. Is there a safety board?
58. Is there a water supply board?
59. Is there a park commission?
60. Is there a board of registration?
61. Is there a public welfare department?
62. Is there a library board of trustees?
63. Is there an inspector of buildings?

6D. General Health Service and Recreation
General Health
64. Ia there a city board of health?
65. Does it consist of an executive or a commission?
66. Does it have the following divisions:
a. Bureau of administration?
b. Bureau of sanitation?
c. Bureau of foods?
d. Bureau of communicable diseases?
e. Bureau of child hygiene?
f . Bureau of nursing?
g. Bureau of laboratories?
h. Bureau of vital statistics?
67. What is the personnel of the entire department?
68. Is there a health and physical education director for
the state?
69. Are health supervisors employed by the city?
70. What kind of clinics are there?
71. Where are they held?
72. Are there any facilities for postural development?
73. What supervision is there?
74. How many doctors are there?
75. How many hospitals are available?
76. How many public health nurses are there?
77. Is there a visiting nurses association?
Recreation
78. Is there a City Recreational department?
79. What grounds are used?
80. Who is the director?
81. How many supervisors are there?
82. What do they supervise?
83. Does the department hold any city-wide tournaments?
84. What are the natures of these tournaments?
85. Does the department cooperate with the schools?
86. Whom is the department reaching?
87. How can physical education help the departments?
Community Centers
88. How many centers are there in the city?
89. Under whose direction are they?
90. Where are they located?
91. What are their activities?
92. What sort of people use these centers?
93. How many people use these centers?
94. Are there any dues?
95. If not, what supports them?

7Settlement Houses
96. Where are the settlement houses in the community?
97. By whom are they sponsored?
98. Who are the supervisors and directors?
99. What are the activities offered?
100. Whom do they reach?
101. How can the city physical director be of value to
these houses?
Municipal Clubs
102. Are there any in the city?
103. What kinds are there?
104. Who has access to them?
104. Who is the person in charge?
106. Are there any fees?
107, What hours can they be used?
Athletic Clubs
108. Are there any in the city?
109. What kinds are there?
110. How many?
111. Who is eligible to membership?
112. Who is the person in charge?
113. What are the fees?
114. How many people from schools in community entered?
115. Are there any camps?
116. By whom are they sponsored?
117. Where are they located?
118. What is their purpose?
119. Do they specialize?
120. Who is the head counsellor?
121* Who are the campers?
122. How large is the camp?
123. When does it operate?
Charity Organizations
124. Who sponsors them?
125. What is their purpose?
126. Who is the person in charge?
127. Whom do they reach?
128. Are they accomplishing their purpose?
129. Who are the contributors?
Private Enterprises - Country Clubs
130. What forms of activities are offered?
131. Who is in charge?
132. Who is eligible for membership?
133. What are the dues?
134. May non-members use their facilities? What is the
charge?
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8Private Enterprises - Camps
135. Who is the director of the camp?
136. What are the age and sex of the campers?
137. What activities are offered?
138. What are the charges?
139. How large is the camp?
140. Where is it located?
Private Enterprises - Foundations (not charitable)
141. Who is in charge?
142. What activities are offered?
143. When and where?
144. Under whose supervision?
145. Whom does the foundation reach?
E. Facilities
Opportunities for free recreation
146. Where are empty lots available for free play?
147. Where are facilities for swimming, hiking, boating,
ball games? Mountains, lakes, parks, ocean front,
lots.
148. How many trails are there for hiking, climbing, near
community? Bridle paths?
149. Where are public parks and animal reservations?
150. What provisions for winter sports, as skiing, skating,
coasting, tobqganning, snow-shoeing, etc.? Location?
151. Has the city closed any streets to traffic for recreation?
Municipal Projects
152. Where are the playgrounds located?
153. What equipment?
154. What is the playing area?
155. What supervision and what amount of money is budgeted?
156. Where are municipal golf courses? How many?
157. Where and how many are the public tennis courts?
158. Do schools have tennis courts?
159. How many swimming pools are there in community, either
public school, private, or in organizations? Who
are supervisors?
160. What facilities do organizations provide for recreation,
such as Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A., Girl Scouts, etc.?
Private Recreational Center
161. What is condition of skating rinks, and how many are there?
162. What type of places are dance halls? Who are managers?
How late do they stay open?
163. How much equipment have rifle ranges? Where situated?
Who manage them?
164. Archery?

9165. Where are private boating facilities, if any?
166. Where are academies for riding olubs? Who manage them?
167. Where and how many bowling alleys?
168. How many and where are the theatres?
Recreation Agencies
169. Is there a Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A.?
170. Where are they located?
171. Who are the secretaries?
17£. What is the size of their membership?
173. What recreational activities do they offer?
174. When and to whom are they offered?
175. Do they have any camps?
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts
176. How many troups are there in the community?
177. Where are the scout headquarters?
178. Who is in charge of the various troops?
179. Are they active in the community?
180. What activities do they have?
181. Do they have a drum and bugle corps?
182. Do they have the support of their parents?
Camp Fire Girls
183. How many troops are there in the community?
184. Who is in charge?
185. What activities do they have?
186. What is their place in the community?
Benevolent Agencies
(Same questions in all cases)
187. Are they active in your community?
188. Who is high official?
189. Do they sponsor any recreational activities?
190. Who is in charge of these activities?
a. Masons
b. Elks
c. Moose
d. Eastern Star
e. Rotary Club
f. Kiwanis Club
g. Knights of Columbus
h. Odd Fellows
i. Woodmen of the World.
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Religious Agencies - Young Peoples Society
191. Which churches have them?
192. Who is in charge?
193. How large is the membership?
194. What recreational activities are they offered?
195. When and where do they meet?
Religious Agencies - Charity Organizations
196. Which churches sponsor charity activities?
197. Who is in charge?
198. What activities do they offer?
199. When and where are these activities given?
200. Whom do they reach?
201. Do they accomplish their purpose?
F. Sources of Revenue
Taxation
202. What is the tax rate of the community?
203. What is the total tax collected average per year?
204. What is the proportion allowed to the schools?
205. What is the proportion allowed to the Physical Education
Department?
206. What is the tax contribution by the state to the city
for school purposes?
Private organizations
207. What are the private benevolent organizations in
the community?
208. List the service organizations in the community?
209. What is the totality of membership in each?
210. General individual and collective interest of members?
211. What is the rate of dues?
212. What is used for purposes other than for Club up-keep
and maintenance?
213. What is the amount given through gifts to the School?
214. Does the Club sponsor benefit annual performances?
Public Organizations
215. What is the organization of the local Parent-Teachers
Association? a. Financial functions?
116. Detail of Chamber of Commerce in relation to school
activity support.
217. Is there a local Community Chest?
218. To what kinds of organizations does the Chest contribute?
219. What per cent of the average total collected is denoted
for schools?
220. Does any go to the Physical Education Department?
••
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221. Do the local Girls and Boys Clubs throughout contribute
to school activities at all?
222. Do the churches cooperate with the schools in regard to
activities carried on by the school during the school
season?
Individual Private Sources
223. Are there any wealthy persons in the Community who have
at times past given school activities support?
224. List the persons whose income would warrant contribu-
tions without noticeable lack in their own funds.
225. Are there any persons who have funds ready to give to
the school 's support on terms of rightful disposal?
226. Find the amount given averagely per year from private
income.
227. Are there persons who would make loans payable to them
in a certain number of years?
Beneficial School Additions
228. Does the school support an A.A.?
229. Does that A.A. collect dues?
230. What are the amounts collected per year?
231. What performances, sales, or other similar benefits are
given throughout the year in school?
232. What per cent of the amount collected goes to the
support of the Physical Education Department?
233. What funds are collected from the gate receipts of
all sports?
234. What other sources of revenue are there?
Memorial Funds
235. Are there any?
236. Are they limited in their source of output?
237. Can they dispose of funds for community welfare?
238. Who has charge of the fund?
239. Is it a fund for the improvement of health?
240. Can the principal be used or just the interest?
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II. School
A. Government
General
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
Janitor
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
To whom do the schools belong?
How do the people of the community keep in direct
touch with the school?
What is general attitude of the people of the community
toward education and its administration?
How many members make up the Board of Education?
From what group of people are they selected?
Are they elected? If so, how?
Are they appointed? If so, how?
What are the duties of the board of education?
What standing committees are maintained by the Board
of Education?
To whom is the superintendent directly responsible?
What are the duties of the superintendent?
From whom does the janitor receive his direct orders?
List the general duties of the janitor?
What are his duties in regard to the class rooms?wwwnnwwnw playgrounds?Hwtinn«w«»» heating?
* n n h n m n n n cleaning?nnntitint»t»n cleaning up?
What is his relation to the school room teacher?
What are his relations to the principal?
What is his relation to the superintendent?
Where is the janitor* s room?
What is the janitor's authority in regard to the children?
How many janitors are there?
If more than one, who is the superior?
Research Department
266. List the duties of this department.
267. With which school department are they most closely
correlated?
268. Who is their immediate superior?
269. To whom are they responsible when working in a certain
building?
270. What is their relation to the student?
271. What is their relation to the teacher?
272. What is their relation to the principal?
273. How many people work in this department?
274. What is their type of work?
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Head of the Department of Health
275. Who is the immediate superior?
276. What is the relation between this department head and
his subordinates?
277. List the specific duties.
278. List the general duties.
279. What is the relation to the doctor?
280. What is the relation with the teacher?
281. What is the relation with the nurse?
282. What iw the relation with the principal?
283. What is the relation with the superintendent?
284. What is the relation with the psychologist?
285. What is the relation with the parent?
Doc tor
286. How is the doctor appointed?
287. Is he a full-time school doctor?
288. If not, how much time is he allowed for school work?
289. What are his relations with the parent?
290. What are his relations with the teacher?
291. What are his relations with the principal?
292. What are his relations with the superintendent?
293. What are his relations with the Board of Education?
294. Is he on call at any time for school work?
295. Is he a surgeon?
296. Is he connected with any hospital?
297. If so, what hospital is he affiliated with?
298. When are his visits to school?
299. Are his visits daily?
300. List his duties in regard to student health.
301. Does he do any follow-up work?
302. Does he handle any charity cases?
Psychologist
303. How much time does he allow for school work?
304. What is the method of testing?
305. What is the type of work?
306. List the duties.
307. Is he on call for school work?
308. How often are his visits to the school?
309. What are the relations with the pupil?
310. What are his relations with the teacher?
311. What are his relations with the principal?
312. What are his relations with the superintendent?
313. What are his relations with the school board?
314. What are his relations with the parents?
315. Is there any follow-up work done?
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Nurse
316. List duties.
317. What are her duties in regard to follow-up work?
318. Is she a full-time nurse for the schools?
319. What is her delation with the public health department?
320. To whom is she definitely responsible?
321. What is the nurse* s etiquette when working in a
certain school?
322. What is her relation with public clinics?
323. How much follow-up work on account of unexcused absences
is she required to do?
324. What is her relation with the truant officer?
325. How much time should be spent with uncooperative families 4
Physical Educator
326. List the duties.
327. What are your objectives?
328. Who is the immediate superior?
329. What is the relation with the pupil?
330. What is the relation with the teacher?
331. What is the relation with the principal?
332. What is the relation with the parent?
333. What is the relation with the superintendent?
334. What circumstance in regard to tradition has to be met?
335. What is the town's attitude toward physical education?
336. What is expected from the authorities?
337. Were you hired as a coach or as a physical educator?
338. Is it based upon good teams or the child's health?
Supervisors
339. List the duties.
340. What is the relation with the pupil?
341. What is the relation with the teacher?
342. Wbat is the relation with the principal?
343. What is the relation with the superintendent?
344. What is the relation with the Board of Education?
345. What is the etiquette when in various schools?
346. Who is the immediate superior?
347. When is it proper to jump the heads of the superiors?
Principal - Teachers - Pupils
348. What is the Principal's status in flow of authority?
349. What is principal's authority in selecting pupils?
350. To whom are the teachers always responsible?
351. To whom are pupils directly and indirectly responsible?
352. Are pupils under form of student government?
1
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B. Facilities in the School for Physical Education
Gymnasiums
353. Physical examination equipment - scales, stadiometer,
calipers, and other necessary equipment used in
physical fitness tests?
354. Are there any auxiliary rooms and offices?
355. How many gyms are there?
356. What size gyms are there?
357. Where are gyms located?
358. What is the lighting system?
359. What ventilation is provided?
360. How often is gym cleaned?
361. What hand apparatus such as Indian clubs, balls, dumb
bells, wands, etc., is there?
362. Are there any mats, piano, victrola, radio, markings
on the floor for different courts, basketball back-
boards and baskets, etc.?
363. Showers? Compulsory and supervised?
364. What supplies are available and by whom furnished?
Swimming pools
365. Is there more than one swimming pool?
366. What is the size of the swimming pool?
367. What is the depth of the swimming pool?
368. Where is the swimming pool located?
369. Are bathing suits provided?
370. Are showers compulsory?
371. Is there a life guard present at all times?
372. How often is the water changed in the pool?
373. How is the pool kept clean?
374. How is the water purified?
375. Is there a "spit rail"?
376. Is there protection against "athlete* s foot"?
377. Is the diving board securely fastened?
378. Are the ladders and the diving board covered with
non-skid material?
379. Is the pool shallow enough for beginners?
380. Is the pool deep enough for divers?
381. Is the temperature of the water regulated?
382. Is provision made for drying suits, towels, or hair?
383. How many life preservers are there?
384. Is there any possibility of injury other than those
mentioned?
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Playgrounds
385 • How many playgrounds are there?
386. Where are the playgrounds located (near school?)
387. What hours, days, and months are they under super-
vision? Duties of Supervisor?
388. Are the supervisors men or women, or both?
389. Are there any special teachers for such activities
as tennis, dancing, handcraft?
390. Are winter sports organized?
391. What is the appearance of the grounds - grassy, bare,
concrete, tarvia, level, or hilly?
392. Is there a wading pool or brook on the grounds?
393. Are there any shady trees on the grounds?
394. If there is any water or hilly ground present, is it
suitable for winter sports?
395. Are there any damp, mosquito breeding places on the
grounds?
396. How many acres in the playground?
397. Is the shape of the playground irregular or rectangular?
398. Are there any sandboxes on the playground?
399. Are there benches near the sandboxes?
400. How often is the sand cleaned or changed? Dampened
every day?
401. What type sand is used?
402. Are there any clay modeling tables?
403. How is the clay protected against weather?
404. How much of the following equipment is found on the
grounds: swings, slides, teeters, rings, jungle
jims, monkey bars, merry-e-rounds, etc. (List
equipment available.)
405. How many baseball diamonds are there?
406. Are these baseball diamonds of different sizes?
407. Are these baseball diamonds well made?
408. Are the box and plate of rubber?
409. Is there provision for marking the field?
410. How many bats, balls, and gloves are there?
411. Are these bats selected for different age groups?
412. Are these bats sufficient for the number of diamonds
on the field?
413. Are there appropriate backstops for each diamond?
414. Indoor or outdoor balls? Do they have leagues?
415. Using the above nine questions as a guide are there
adequate facilities for the following games: foot-
ball, field hockey, tennis, paddle tennis, fist ball,
volley ball, kickball, dodgeball, croquet, quoits,
horseshoes, all track events and soccer. Any
additions?
416. What are the facilities of first aid? Accidents
reported?
417. Are there any club houses?
418. Are tables and benches for handcraft available?
:« .1 al { J D
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419. Are there drinking fountains on the grounds?
420. Are there lavatories, wash bowls, or showers?
421. Is there a house to keep equipment in, or is there a
room in an adjacent school which may be used?
422. Is there an instructor's office?
423. Is there a bulletin board in a conspicuous place?
424. Are there any benches or bleachers for tournaments
and games?
425. Are there sufficient trash bands?
426. Is there a caretaker for the grounds?
427. Are there any complaining neighbors?
428. Are there fruit orchards on any of the adjacent pro-
perties?
429. Is there a time for "drinks"? Is it supervised?
Playrooms in the Grade Schools
430. Are there any playrooms - how many?
431. What is the size of the room?
432. How is the room ventilated?
433. How is the room lighted?
434. How is the room heated?
435. What is the composition of the floor?
436. Is the room accessible?
437. Has the room proper safety exits?
438. Are there any obstructions on the floor?
439. Is there a piano, victrola, or radio there?
440. Is there a playbox containing the following articles:
Indian clubs, dumbbells, wands, beahbags, balls?
441. Is there a measuring tape, chalk, etc.? Mats?
442. Is there a doll house, clay trays and tables, blocks,
etc.?
Junior and Senior High Schools
443. What size are the lockers?
444. What material are the lockers made of?
445. Are there enough lockers for each student?
446. What type lock is Hsed?
447. How are they spaced and arranged?
448. Are there sufficient benches in the locker room?
449. What provision is made for ventilating the lockers
and locker rooms?
450. What covering is there on the floor of the room?
451. Are the lockers near the showers?
452. Are the showers run by individual or central control?
453. Are the showers individual or gang?
454. How many showers are there?
455. What is the composition of the floor?
456. Is the drainage such that the floor dries quickly?
457. What protection is there against "athlete's foot"?
458. Are towels supplied?
459. How are they cleaned and dried?
460. Are there dressing rooms adjacent to the showers?
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461. How and when are the showers cleaned?
462. Is the ventilation of the room sufficient?
463. Are hair dryers provided?
464. Is there a clinic or corrective room?
465. How is the room ventilated?
466. Is the floor of the room covered?
467. Are the conditions of the room clean and sanitary?
468. Is the room cheerful?
469. Is there enough equipment for individual room?
470. Is the equipment modern?
471. Can one rest in the room?
47£. Does the room fulfill the needs of all?
473. Is the cafeteria sanitary?
474. Is the food wholesome?
475. Is the meal balanced?
476. Is it convenient for the children?
477. Is the price of a well-balanced meal convenient to
majority?
478. Are the conditions pleasant?
479. Are there tables and chairs?
480. Is the ventilation satisfactory?
481. Is there a trained dietitian in charge?
482. Is the office of the school nurse convenient?
483. Does she have sufficient supplies to render first aid?
484. Is there a doctor near the school?
485. Does the nursed office contain these things: scales,
lamps, measuring implements, etc.?
486. Is there a hygiene and first aid instructor?
C. Services and Personnel for Physical Education
General
487. How many people could they have in department?
(Finances and enrollment)
488. What is the organization of department?
489. Is there a health department and a director of health?
490. How many doctors do they have?
491. Is there always a doctor there?
492. Are his services free? (as far as child is concerned)
493. Does he follow up his cases?
494. Is there a school dentist?
495. Does he follow up his inspection work?
496. Are his services free?
497. Is there a school nurse?
498. Is she part time - or always on duty?
499. Are medical exams compulsory?
500. Are they followed up?
501. What does this department do to encourage health
activities?
502. Is there a psychiatrist?
503. Is there any corrective work in the schools?
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504. If so, is it general instruction to all pupils or
are there special classes?
505. Is the corrective work followed up by the doctor or
the nurse when necessary?
506. Is the attitude of the pupils toward correctives good,
bad, or indifferent?
507. Do pupils give up recreation periods for correctives?
508. Is the individuals physical education program deter-
mined by his or her individual needs?
509. What hours in the weekly program are alloted to
physical education (per class)?
510. Are recess periods supervised by physical education
teachers, practice teachers, room teachers, or
unsupervised?
511. Who supervised other physical education periods?
512. What is the nature of the physical education program?
513. What recreational activities are offered - such as
swimming, horseback riding, etc.?
514. Does the department offer classes in folk-dancing,
rhythms, etc.?
515. If so, is this work required or optional?
516. How large are the physical education classes? How
many pupils under supervision of one teacher?
517. How many in physical education department?
518. Is there a supervisor?
519. What is his or her training?
520. How many salaried teachers have they?
521. Have they practice teachers? If so, how many?
522. Are physical education teachers required to be
graduates of physical education school of good
standing?
523. What are the duties of the supervisor?
524. Does he or she plan programs for all schools in
the system?
525. What facilities are there in regard to ground space,
equipment, gymnasiums, end play sheds; apparatus?
526. What is the method of grading children in physical
education?
Study of after-school activities for the massed intramural sports
527. What activities are carried on? By whom handled?
528. How are they organized? Whet are the competitive
uni ts?
529. What percentage of the boys and girls in each school
and in the system do they reach?
530. Are records kept of height, weight, age, results of
achievement tests, physical fitness index, etc.?
••
»
•
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D. Inter-school or interscholastic athletica
Type of organization
531. In the individual school, who is the controlling
element? (the composition of the controlling
board - faculty and students).
532. How is it tied up with the student board organization?
533. What is the financial status?
534. In the school system or league - who composes the
controlling body?
535. How are schedules carried out?
536. What is the detailed work of this board?
Scholastic Requirements for Competition
537. What are they and how are they enforced?
538. Is there pressure to keep athletes eligible?
Medical Supervision of Competing Students
539. By whom examined?
540. How often?
541. Is there a physician on the field during competition?
Connection of Athletics and the Physical Education Program
542. Is interscholastic competition a part of the
physical education program?
543. By whom are teams coached?
544. Is the coaching made educational?
545. Who is held responsible if the coaching is not
made educational?
546. What is the number of individuals in each sport who
receive regular instruction?
547. What is the spirit of the teams manifest in competition?
Control of Athletic Field
548. Do educational authorities exercise control over
competitive fields at least during competitive periods?
549. Who is responsible for crowd control?
550. Are there disgraceful scenes at athletic contests where
crowds surge down the field, etc.?
Award Systems
551. How are awards given?
552. Are they given to both boys and girls?
553. Are these awards given for activities other than
athletics?
554. What is the type of award?
555. What is the manner of determining awards?
••
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What la the Cost of the Program?
556. What is the cost of the teaching staff?
557. Of the supervising?
558. Of special buildings?
559 o Of equipment?
560. Of supplies?
E. The Standing of the Pupils
Tests
561. How can we measure the physical fitness of the student?
562. Have they the Brace Motor Ability Scale?
563. Do they have the Physical Capacity Tests?
564. Do they have trained testers?
565. Are the results of these tests taken into consideration
when the program is planned out?
566. Are these tests the basis for a program of individual
needs and correctives?
Character and Numbers
Pupils
1. character
2. numbers
3. needs
Needs
1. health education
2.
3.
a. Nutrition
b. health habits
c. first aid
d. medical exam
postural
a. physical exam
b. diagnosis
c. corrective exercises
do periodic posture tests
motor ability
a. muscular adaptability
b. tests and measurements
c. activities according to needs
d. coordinator and efficiency exercises
(1) dance, (2) apparatus.
4, recreation
a, games
b. clubs
(1) hiking. (2) scouting.
567. How to administer the program in school?
568. Would this program overlap on another course?
569. How would you determine time required for each need?
570. How would you create interest in the program?
a. pupil, b. faculty and school board, c, parents
571. la it advised to have recreational activity as iter-
mural or as extra-curricula activity?
»•
•
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COMMUNITY
Cambridge, Massachusetts, is located 42° 22* 47" north latitude
and 71° 7* 45" west longitude. It is situated on the Charles River in
eastern Massachusetts and is northwest of Boston which lies across the
river. The physical condition of the land is fairly level with gently
rising slopes from the river bank.
Situated as it is in the North Temperate zone, it has a mean
temperature of 27° above zero for the average of the winter months, to
71.3° for an average of the summer months. The average snowfall is
about thirty inches and there is a prevailing east wind.
Besides the Charles River, there are in Cambridge four ponds: Fresh
Pond, which is a reservoir; Jerry's Pit, Bird's Pond, and Cider Mill
Pond. There are, also, three canals: Broad Canal, New Canal, and
Lockmore Canal.
Topographical History of Cambridge
Original shire town of Middlesex County, Massachusetts, where are
located the Registry of Deeds, House of Correction, aid where are held
regular sittings of the Supreme, Superior, Probate and Insolvency Courts;
seat of Harvard University, Massachusetts Technology Institute, Radcliffe
College, Episcopal Theological School, New Church Theological School,
and Andover Theological Seminary.
Settled 1650.
Incorporated a city 1846.
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Area to harbor line, including land and water - 6535 square miles.
Area of Park lands (exclusive of Fresh Pond Park) - 161,6 acres.
Area of Fresh Pond Park: land - 158.32 acres; water - 166.47 acres.
Extreme length of city, about 4 ff miles.
Extreme width of city, about 2 1/5 miles.
Population (census of 1925) - 119,667.
Assessed polls through December 1929, 34,545.
Registered voters, December 1929: males - 20,692; females - 20,620.
Dwellings through April 1, 1929 - 14,113.
Assessed valuation through April 1, 1929 - $188, 456,300*00.
Value of property exempt from taxation - #189,815,120.46.
Tax levy, through December 1929 - #6,162,521.01.
City appropriation - $7 ,122,935,77.
Deficits in overlays, $96,317.34.
State tax - #223,805.00.
Metropolitan Parks tax - #118,458.07.
Charles River Basin tax - #19,024.81.
Charles River Basin, on account of bridge (state) - $25,856.11.
Mefcipolitan sewers (state) - $150,877.16.
Alewife Brook (state) - $3,457.88.
Metropolitan Planning - $1593.58.
Abatement of Gas and Smoke (state) - $588.00.
Prevention of Fires (state) - $1,696.57.
County tax, 1929 - $254,655.54.
Miles of accepted streets, April 1, 1930 - 112,819 miles.
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Miles of streets, courts and places open for travel, but not
accepted, April 1, 1930 - 14,970 miles.
Total miles of way open for travel, April 1, 1930 - 128,279 miles.
Length of shore frontage on Charles River - 5.7 miles.
Park roadways - 5.70.
Miles of sewers, April 1, 1930 - 177,370.
Miles of water pipes - 145.06.
Water pipe connections - 16,768 in use.
Number of hydrants - 1,298.
Number of meters - 9,037.
Number of school buildings: public, 27; parochial, 14; private,
5; portables, 2.
Schools: public, 26; parochial, 11; private, 7.
Pupils: public, 15,593; parochial, 7278; private, 471.
Teachers in the public schools, 645.
Cost of public schools - #1,915,629.42.
Cost of instruction (salaries) - $1,402,658.40.
Technical school - 1.
Churches - 53.
Hospitals - 10.
National banks - 2.
Savings banks - 4.
Co-operative banks - 6.
Trust companies - 5.
Post offices - 6.
Weekly papers - 5.
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The population of Cambridge is made up of twenty-nine different
races. (United States census 1930). The list of the various races is
as follows:
Number Cultural Background
England 1373 Good C*
Scotland 924 Good c
Wales 55 Good c
Northern Irel and 559 Good c
Norway 118 Good c
Sweden 797 Excellent c
Irish Free State 6701 Good c
Denmark 67 Good c
Netherlands 31 Fair
Belgium 25 Fair
Switzerland 27 Good c
France 132 Very good c
Germany 329 Good c
Poland 1181 Good c
Bzec ho-Slovaki a 24 Good c
(illiteracy in Slovakia)
Austria 70 Good c
Russia 1181 Fair
Lithuania 1160 Fair
Latvia 62 Fair
Finland 38 Good c
Rumania 73 Fair
Greece 628 Good c
Italy 342 Good c
Portugal 1811 Fair
Anmenia 350 Fair
Palestine and Syria 56 Good
Turkey 145 Good c
Canada 10256 c
Azores 339
The racial characteristics of these races are white with the follow-
ing religions: Roman Catholic, Protestant, Greek Orthodox, and Jewish.
The Irish race predominates in the entire city. These races belong to
the middle and lower middle classes. The citizens are non-partisan in
their political attitudes. Cambridge calls for a non-partisan primary
and election every two years. The greatest nunber of school children
C - Compulsory system of education in their native land.
>•
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in the city, including parochial schools, come from the Irish race.
The birth rate for 1931 was 22,70 per 1,000 population, in comparison
to 22,87 in 1930; 20.88 in 1929; 22.44 in 1928; and 23.54 in 1927,
The death rate of Cambridge residents only, including Cambridge residents
who died outside the city, was 11,04, The major causes of death in
1931 were as follows: heart, 260; cerebral hemorrhage, 162; cancer,
158; pneumonia, 134; arteriosclerosis, 86; pulmonary tuberculosis,
69; and Bright f s disease, 38. The total number of deaths during the
year was 1,364, making a general death rate of 11,93 per 100,000 population.
The infant mortality rate for 1931 was fifty-two per one thousand
live births, with only 129 deaths under one year of age (excluding still-
births, 80), one of the lowest rates and number of deaths since Cambridge
has been a city (incorporated 1846),
The major communicable diseases were again less in number than
during recent years with the exception of scarlet fever and lobar
pneumonia. Natural causes totalled 903 deaths or 66 per cent of the
total deaths from all causes in 1931,
Cambridge is composed of four sections: East Cambridge, Cambridge-
port, Old Cambridge, and North Cambridge, These sections are always
in harmony, cooperating with each other for the benefit of the city
proper. This spirit is clearly brought out in the City Council where
members come from all sections of the city. The schools of Cambridge
are for all classes, irrespective of color, creed or race.
^ Board of Health Annual Report - 1931. Cambridge.
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The various religions of the city have joined together on many
drives both financial and social, for the benefit of one another. A
wonderful spirit also exists among the different organizations in
the city.
C. City Government
Cambridge has a form of government known as Plan B - government by
Mayor and Council elected by districts and at large.
There is a major elected by end from the qualified voters of the
city. The mayor is the chief executive officer of the city. He holds
office for the term of two years from the first Monday in January follow-
ing his election.
The legislative powers of the city are vested in a City Council.
One of its members is elected annually as its president. The City
Council is composed of fifteen members, of whom one is elected in each
ward (eleven wards in the city), by and from the qualified voters of
that ward, and the remaining members (four) are elected by and from
the qualified voters of the city. The councillors are known as ward
councillors (11) and councillors - at-large (4).
The school committee is the educational board of the city. At
each biennial election three members of the school committee are elected
for terms of four years. There are six members on the school committee.
The mayor by virtue of his office is chairman of the school committee.
The committee members organize on the first Monday in January after
each biennial election and elect a vice-chairman, whose duty it is to
preside over any meeting at which the mayor is not present.
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The Water Board is composed of five members who are appointed for
a five-year terra by the mayor subject to confirmation of the City
Council. This board elects annually a superintendent of water works
who supervises all work pertaining to that department.
The Safety Commission, made up of five members, is appointed by
the mayor. It makes recommendations to the mayor and City Council
regarding traffic problems in the city.
The Park Commission consists of ten members appointed by the mayor,
subject to City Council confirmation, for a terra of five years. Under
this commission there are two executives, namely, General Superintendent
and Superintendent of Recreation.
The Board of Public Welfare consists of seven members appointed
by the mayor and subject to confirmation by the City Council. These
members are appointed for a term of five years. The executive officers
for this board are the Secretary of Public Welfare and the Superintended
of the Home for Aged and Infirm.
The Public Library Department is incorporated in the Board of
Trustees. There are six citizens at large appointed by the mayor and
subject to the confirmation of the city council, for a term of three
years. One other member, who also serves on the School Committee, is
appointed for a one year term. The executive officer of this board
is the librarian, who is elected annually by the trustees.
These six boards are unpaid commissions in the City of Cambridge.
The Registry of Voters is composed of four members: two Democrets
and two Republicans. These members are appointed by the mayor subject
to confirmation by the City Council and each receives a salary of $2000.
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The one member elected secretary by the board receives a salary of $3000.
The Building Department is under the control of the Superintendent
of Public Buildings and Inspector of Buildings. This office is now
under civil service. In this department there are inspectors of build-
ings, plumbing, gas fitting, and elevators. Concrete inspectors are
hired for each construction job. There is also a zoning consultant and
counter clerk in this office.
D. General Health Service and Recreation
The public health of Cambridge is supervised by the Board of Health
composed of three members. They are appointed for a three year term
by the mayor, subject to confirmation by the City Council. The health
department has the following divisions:
1. Bureau of administration
2. Bureau of sanitation
3. Bureau of foods
4. Bureau of communicable diseases
5. Bureau of child hygiene
6. Bureau of nursing
7. Bureau of laboratories
8. Bureau of vital statistics
The personnel of the entire health department is:
Board of Health
Joseph M. Wadden, M.D., Chai rman
Prof. Elie H. La Pierre David J. Nelligan
Agent and Clerk
John D # Crowley

= 50
Medical Inspector : Simon B. Kelleher, M.D.
Office : Margaret G. Fitzgerald, Catherine J. Donovan, Catharine
H. Murphy.
_
Social Worker : C. Isabel Torney.
Bacteriologist and Inspector of Milk : Robert E. Bemis, Ph.C.
Collector of Cultures : Warren G. Murphy.
Collector of Samples : Thomas J. Collins,
Inspectors of Food and Provisions : Joseph L. Johnson, Joseph P.
Murphy.
Inspectors of Slaughtering: David L. Bolger, D.V.S., Joseph L#
Johnson; Joseph P. Murphy.
Housing and Plumbing Inspector : Augustin M. Johnson.
Sanitary Inspectors : Francis H. Nugent, Michael T. Walsh, Patrick
J, Murphy, Thomas F. Phelan, Eugene P. Callahan.
School Physicians : William H. Clancy, M.D.; Samuel E. Chalfen,
M.D.; William E. Fleet, M.D.; Myer Merlin, M.D.; Charles M. Hutchin-
son, M.D.; John P. Nelligan, M.D.; John F. Fair, M.D.; George A.
White, M.D.; Francis J. Barnes, M.D.; Joseph M. Wadden, M.D.; John J,
1
Murphy, M.D.; Francis Downey, M.D.; Sumner C. Andrews, M.D.
Notes : In the state of Massachusetts listed under the Department of
Education, Carl H. Schrader is designated as supervisor of physical
education. The facilities for postural development are in the public
schools and this item will be discussed under subject ^School".
The Department of Recreation comes under the board of Park Com-
missioner. The superintendent is Stephen H. Mahoney.
1 City of Cambridge, Mass. Annual Report of the Board of Health. Year
ending December 31, 1931. City Clerk.
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Supervisors are William J. Cleary (equipment personnel), William
Coady, and James O'Brien (in charge of Cambridge Field).
These three supervisors and the superintendents secretary are the
only permanent employees in the department.
The following tables are taken directly from the Annual Report of the
Board of Health for the year ending December 31, 1931:
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE (CONTROL) NURSES
Old cases unreleased January 1, 1931 44
New cases for isolation 415
All cases released 416
Original inspections (including investigations) 5325
Number of cases to hospital 341
Subsequent visits 1498
Unreported cases discovered 674
Number of new cases 2768
Scarlet fever 487 487
Diphtheria 5S
Septic sore throat 7
Measles 396
German measles 42
Chicken pox 540
Humps 259
Whooping cough 304
Lobar pneumonia 206
Influenza 92
Influenza-meningitis 1
Infantile paralysis 20
Cerebrospinal meningitis 3
Tetanus 1
Sleeping sickness 1
Suppurative conjunctivitis 4
Trachoma 1
Bacillary dysentery 1
Hookworm 1
Syphilis 34
Gonorrhea 15
Typhoid fever 9
Dog bite 280
Dog scratch 1
Rabies 1
Rabid dog bite 4
8at bite 2
!
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Rat bite 4
Total number of calls 6733
Cases on visiting list, December 31, 1931 43
SCHICK CLINICS
(Diphtheria Immunization)
Total number of children visits to clinic 11,090
Total number of persons Schicked 2,245
Total number of persons read 2,259
Total number of persons finished T. A, T. , three doses 2,141
Total number read
.
(positive, first time) '84
Total number read (negative, first time) 157
Total number read (pseudo, first time) 46
Total number Reschicked 1,972
Positive 199
Negative 1,486
Pseudo 287
Total number of persons finished 4,117
Number 3 doeee T. A. T. 2,141
Nfimber negative, first time 157
Number pseudo, first time 46
Number Reschicked, negative and pseudo 1,773
Negative 1,486
Peeudo 287
Total number of doses T. A. T. given 6,476
Total number of clinics held 313
nDuring the summer months, as in former years, it is difficult to
get parents or children interested in coming to the clinics. The pre-
school child, the most important one to reach in my opinion, is still
our big problem. We are not getting the response from this class that
I would like to see.
"The older school child wants to do what the rest of his classmates
are doing, and so we get him, but the little tot is looked upon by the
parent as being too young, and we do not get him until he comes to school.
This, we know, is a mistake, and to have this work do its greatest good,
we must devise means to reach the child in the home!" ^
1
Q.uoted from the Annual Report of the Board of Health, 1951.
tOO* | U 9V J. viW^O Kl
;
t ...
•
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SCHICK CLINICS
(Showing Detail of Each Clinic)
Finished
Toxin
Anti-toxin
Schicked
R<jading sI
Read
Positive
Negative
Pseud
o
Clinics
City Hall 561 463 123 438 60 314 64 73
Roberts 69 152 11 12 1 6 5 6
St. Francis 51 70 36 36 5 29 2 8
St. Mary's 229 411 160 145 7 117 21 11
* Webster 10 38 — _ 3
* Harvard 32 111 8 6 1 5 5
French 257 521 94 96 10 62 24 9
St. John's 281 562 128 124 24 80 20 9
Felton 7 33 25 2 2 3
Houghton 71 246 65 5
St. Hedwig's 97 77 80 80 8 54 18 6
Putnam 78 112 68 51 3 42 6 7
Sleeper 106 200 54 53 3 35 15 7
Wyman 22 38 10 10 3 7 6
* Morse (preschool) 10 mm 1
* Morse 111 172 108 43 1 40 2 9
Kelley (preschool) 15 6 1
Kelley 158 177 85 96 6 83 7 12
Peabody 111 160 66 69 10Xv 39 20 a
Abraham Lincoln 39 79 20 20 5 13 2 5
St. Paul's 64 194 85 _ m m 5
Agassiz 16 12 17 1 11 5 1
Taylor 32 85 10 9 8 1 3
Thorndike 72 196 14 15 1 12 2 8
Sacred Heart 110 163 67 63 8 40 15 7
Russell 343 575 248 244 57 167 20 11
Haggerty 203 833 139 133 6 96 31 12
Neighborhood House 59 131 32 36 4 28 4 8
Rindge Field 2 11 2 4
Sunshine Camp 14 1 13 13 11 2 2
Lowell 39 63 16 16 1 14 1 10
Gannet 43 58 28 26 1 20 5 6
Longfellow 19 21 2 19 «v 1
* Blessed Sacrament 45 126 69 5 5 8
St. Peter*
s
244 466 58 123 21 89 13 12
Wellington 207 240 166 163 16 128 20 10
Social Union 1 1 1 1 1
St. Vincent's 78 144 65 65 14 45 ~6 4
* Willard 102 264 ! 126 56 2 50 1 4 4
Interchange with City Hall
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CAMBRIDGE VISITING NURSING ASSOCIATION
(In cooperation with Board of Health)
Station: Cambridge Neighborhood House, Harvard at Moore Street
Totel Registration:
Babies under one year 483
Babies between one and two years 131 614
New cases:
City babies 208
Conference 334 542
Discharged:
Completion of year of City Supervision 178
Died 9
Transferred to preschool file 338
Number of Conferences 50
Total number attending, babies 3,674
Home visits, total 3,808
Cases referred to:
Cambridge Welfare Union 31
Private physician 41
Hospital Clinics:
Cambridge Hospital 29
Children* s Hospital 19
Cambridge City Hospital 8
Massachusetts Eye and Eqt 1
Waverley F #M0 1
Rainy Clinic days 21
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SCHOOL 13SDICAL INSPECTION
There were 21,799 physical examinations of public and parochial
school children made in 1931 out of a total school population of 23,329.
Of this number 13,712 children showed no defects, while the balance of
8,087 children showed 10,247 defects. The facilities for the examination
of high school students are much improved, due to the providing of a
separate examining room in the basement adjoining the gymnasium.
Proper facilities for the correction of vision and tonsils are still
lacking. Of the 4,819 cases of tonsils found and recommended removed,
only 883 were corrected (about one-fifth). There were 1,761 cases of
defective vision found and only 553 corrected (about one-third).
There were 13,418 children found with defective teeth; 3,221 were
corrected completely, and 2,582 continuing treatment. Below are listed
the conditions found in the annual physical examinations:
Tonsils
Pediculosis
Cardiac
Impetigo
Scabies
Ringworm
Dermatitis
Malnutrition
Orthopedic
Glands
Lungs (rales)
Conjunctivitis
Strabismus
Bronchitis
Anemis
Colds
Blepharatia
Hordeolum
Asthma
Chorea
Mental retarded
Hernia
Otitis media
140
282
1,809
4,819
87
969
62
8
95
66
18
27
6
9
4
2
37
8
5
56
20
3
15
Defective teeth 1,253
Defective eyes 41
Acne 35
Injuries 4
Herpes 6
Wry neck 1
TonsiQ.it is 3
Wen 1
Thyro id 25
Moles 4
Scoliosis 9
Cleft palate 1
Ptosis of lid 1
Tumor 1
Goitre 1
Nerves 2
Verruca 2
Pharyngitis 1
Po sture 218
Total examination 21,799
Number found O.K. 13,712
Number defective children 8,087
Number defects found 10,247
Questionable skins 81
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SCHOOL NURSES
The School Nurses 1 nork, as since 1907, is carried on by the Board
of Health with the cooperation of the School Department and the several
parochial schools, and includes all kindergarten, grade, and high schools.
During the summer the nurses were on duty at the summer camps con-
ducted by the School Department at the Haggerty, High School, Wyman,
Houghton, Thorndike, St. Mary's Gymnasium, and Roberts School.
SUMMER SCHOOL CAMPS
Schools Over Under Normal 7% 10% 15$ Left Children
Haggerty 140 60 288 36 17 7 36 524
High and Latin or
Central Day 59 115 244 40 52 23 418
Wyman 185 195 218 74 57 64 50 648
Houghton 208 213 70 91 76 46 310 801
Thorndike 312 37 525 18 10 9 454 1328
Roberts and St.
Mary*s Gymnasium 29 92 422 38 32 22 543
Totals 933 712 1767 297 244 171 850 4262
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Following is a statistical report of the work done by the School
Nursing Division:
Physicians* examinations OA cnn,Doc Corrected Cases
1 AP
,
vOv Teeth 3 ,221
iNOuices zo parents ( Tonsils
Vision
883
553
TT__ _ XTJ _ J A _
noroe visits Orthopedic 30
Malnutr i tion 010 Pediculos is 704
ionsillitis 1 OQloo
Tonsils and adenoids 90o Work Certificate Clinic
Pediculosis Number examined 562
Conjunctivitis 06 Boys 325 Old PAS
Ringworm 1U / Girls 237 New XT'?
ocau i es loo Defective children J.D (
Impetigo 006 Defects found OAS
T"
1
) Q + •! tTA + Q + V»ueiecxiTe tee on 1V1 Teeth 32
Defective vision oOO Tonsils 17
Measles aOU Vision 64
Chicken Pox 93 Pediculosi s 48
-T CI UUOOX s AA Cardiac 38
Mumps "*A Hales 1
Cervical glands 1 AOlUc Impetigo 2
Cultures Skin 1
Cardiacs 7Q Laryngitis 1
Colds T O Goitre 1
Miscellaneous 2
Total 6
,
/<iO Corrected cases
Pediculosis 48
63
Dispensary Visits Visi on 10
Number of Visits DOC Teeth 1
Eye cases 353 Tonsils 3
Ear cases 30 Impetigo 1
Teeth 50 Deferred a few days 59
Medical 41E
Surgical 319 Dental Examinations
Pos ture 20 Number examined 18 ,282
Skin 6 Perfect teeth 1 ,282
X-ray 9 Good teeth 3 ,587
1,199 Urgent cases
Orthodontia
1 ,146
317
Defects Found Fillings 11 ,392
Teeth 13,418 Cleanings 13 ,358
Tonsils 4,819 Extractions 6 ,890
Vision 1,761
Orthopedic 204
Pediculosis 1,202
t <
<
c
1
< 1
;
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Summer Round Up
Number of clinics 7
Number attended 106
Schicked at clinics 105
Defective children 43
Strabismus 1
Orthopedic 1
Tons ils 30
Teeth 11
Infantile Clinic
(September 23, 1931)
Number at clinics 41
Homes visited 149
Located 23
Died 25
Refused 5
At Munson 1
Letters returned 58
Work Certificate Clinic
(City Hall)
Number examined 562
New cases 317 Boys 325
Old cases 245 Girls 237
Defective children 161
Number deferred a few days 59
Defects Found
(210)
Teeth 32 Rales (lungs) 1
Tonsils 17 Impetigo 2
Vision 64 Skin (?) 5
Pediculosis 48 laryngitis 1
Cardiac 38 Goitre 2
Cases corrected 63
Pediculosis 48 Tonsils 3
Vision 10 Impetigo 1
Teeth 1
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Dental Clinics
The Central Clinic, 1481 Cambridge Street, has been conducted all
year as heretofore and the district clinics at the Thorndike, Wellington,
Roberts, Webster, Russell, and Ellis Schools are conducted mornings
during the school year.
During the year the School Dentists examined and classified the
teeth of 18,282 school children, including 812 freshmen at the High and
Latin School (detailed report follows).
A summary of the dental clinics* work is as follows:
Patients:
Old cases 568
New cases 4.514
Total 4,882
Cases discharged 2,300
Cases continued 2,582
Treatments:
Number of visits 16,253
Numhrer of fillings 11,162
Number of extractions 8,498
Number of treatments 5,135
Number of free Gases 1,017
Money received (registration) §982.00
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Dental Examinations and Findings - 1931
School .axam. P. G. 1? • p»»• Ex
1
Russell 866 64 182 4 0 592 642 285
109 12 22 1 o 75 80 35
Haggerty 371 26 62 8 1 269 286 189
Peabody 554 65 181 5 3 298 340 169
St. Peter's 711 45 135 12 0 513 535 337
Totals 2,611 212 582 30 4 1,747 1,883 1,015
Roberts 967 34 99 555 34 764 951 432
St. Mary's 1,459 31 332 54 9 917 1,102 416
Fletcher 401 23 79 217 15 281 392 181
Totals 2,827 88 510 826 58 1,962 2,445 1,029
Webster 730 56 86 46 47 478 610 287
Houghton 810 93 74 77 62 639 807 338
Morse 559 87 57 23 27 391 531 245
Willard 466 36 4 3 8 233 299 140
Blessed Sacrament 720 62 67 27 48 500 655 339
Totals 3,285 334 288 176 192 2,241 2,902 1,349
Thorndike 537 2 86 7 0 449 535 109
Putnam 402 10 49 1 0 339 392 153
Taylor 147 1 15 1 0 131 146 68
St. Hedwig's 394 1 29 1 0 364 393 103
Sacred Heart 639 6 67 6 1 567 634 278
St. Francis 254 3 32 0 0 212 231 91
Totals 2,373 22 278 16 1 2,062 2,331 802
Wellington 790 76 ISO 16 7 534 657 368
Kelley 667 26 101 8 0 509 553 337
Gannett 149 10 5 0 0 106 124 81
Immaculate Conception 163 10 27 0 0 109 128 91
Totals 1,769 122 263 24 7 1,258 1,462 877
Agassiz 341 16 172 3 5 147 151 60
Longfellow 921 27 417 20 17 429 684 194
St. Paul's 830 10 250 4 10 296 351 102
Tft+ ol o X fOVC DOV on ^O orioO I (J ODO
Abraham Lincoln 278 34 53 0 0 76 32 142
in i isCtXXXS AA X il XcD 1 CO XDU
Sleeper 319 5 65 o o 107 22 176
Wyman 103 17 7 0 0 37 30 61
St. John's 1,010 198 126 0 0 310 118 416
French 678 109 194 0 1 182 133 315
Totals 2,713 407 494 1 2 837 497 1,260
High and Latin 812 44 333 46 21 413 552 202
Grand totals !L8,282 1,282 3,587 !L,146 317 :LI, 392 13,358 6,890
Key to chart: P - Apparently perfect; G - Good; II - Urgent;
0 - Orthodontia; F - Fillings; -C - Cleanings; Ex - Extractions.
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The following grounds are used during the year for recreational
purposes
:
Thorndike Field, Cambridge Field, Broadway Common, Magazine Beach
Playground, Cambridge Common, Russell Hbyt Field, Corporal Burns Play-
ground, Ward 10 Playground, Rindge Field, Clinker Field, Lowell School
Playground, and lot at the corner of Mt. Auburn and Willard Streets for
children's garden plot. This lot is loaned every year through the
generosity of Mrs. Charles Almy
.
Tournaments are conducted in paddle tennis, marbles and quoits.
This department has most of the grounds under supervision after school
hours during the year. The program of this department reaches the
school children after school hours and during the summer vacation period.
It also provides activities for the working boys through the recreation
centers open in the evening. Outdoor evening entertainments in the
parks and playgrounds are offered during the summer months for adults
and children. The motion picture projector and electric amplifier
provide entertaining programs for many thousands in the several sections
of the city.
There is only one community center in Cambridge known as the
Cambridge Community Center. This is located in the Western Avenue
section of Central Square, and is privately owned. Many indoor acti-
vities are arranged here.
There are three settlement houses that conduct indoor activities;
namely, Cambridge Neighborhood House, Margaret Fuller House, and East
End Union. These houses are sponsored by civic organizations who pay
the workers of the various activities.
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The only two municipal clubs in the city are the St. Peter's
Catholic Club and the University City Club. The membership of these
two clubs is made of boys and men. Each has a baseball team during
the summer season. These clubs are for social purposes and do not
have recreational facilities in their buildings for athletic activities.
Cambridge has neither country clubs nor foundations.
Summer camps are located outside the city, and conducted by the
following organizations:
Y.M.C.A. Massapog, Massachusetts
Boy Scouts Rindge, New Hampshire
Girl Scouts Ossipee, New Hampshire
These camps, under the director of the Y.M.C.A. and the scout
executives, have a large part in the city's facilities for recreation.
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E. Facilities
The facilities for free play, swimming, boating, and ball games
are as follows:
1) Free play and ball games at Thorndike Field, Cambridge Field,
Russell Hoyt Field, Corporal Burns Playground, Cambridge Common, Fresh
Pond Playground, Raymond Street Playground, Rindge Field, and Russell
Field (High School field).
2) Swimming facilities at Magazine Beach, Gerry f s Landing, and
Jerry's Pit.
3) Boating along the Charles River which is the river front of
Cambridge,
Belmont is the nearest community for hiking and climbing. There
is a bridle path around Fresh Pond, but this is not open to the public.
The nearest bridle paths are in the Soldiers Field Parkway (Harvard
Stadium), and Middlesex Fells in Medford. Most of the park areas are
flooded every winter for skating purposes. A toboggan slide is in-
stalled every winter at Fresh Pond Playground.
Washington and Magee Streets are the two thoroughfares closed to
traffic for recreational purposes during the summer months.
The playgrounds of Cambridge with their locations are:
Thorndike1 adjacent to Thorndike School.
Cambridge Field opposide Kelley School, Willow Street.
Broadway Common rear of St. Mary's Gymnasium, Prospect Street.
Name changed to John J. Ahem Playground
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Russell Hbyt Playground' Between River Street and Western Avenue.
Five minutes walk from Central Square
along Western Avenue.
Corporal Burns Playground Memorial Drive (Kerry Corner).
Cambridge Common Harvard Square.
Fresh Pond Playground Fresh Pond Area. End of Huron Avenue.
Raymond Street Playground Raymond and Walden Streets.
Rindge Field Rindge Avenue and Haskell Street. North Cambridge.
Most of these playgrounds have baseball diamonds, shelter buildings,
slides, swings, athletic supplies, etc. Rindge Field is the only field
that has a tennis court. Cambridge is well supplied with private tennis
courts.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has a public tennis court at
Magazine Beach.
The schools of Cambridge do not have tennis courts. At the present
time there is under construction a municipal golf course (9 holes) at
Fresh Pond. This course will be completed in June 1934 and will be
under the supervision of the Park Department. The Y.M.C.A. building
(Central Square) has the only swimming pool in the city.
The Y.M.C.A., Girl Scouts, and Boy Scouts provide summer camps for
their members. The Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. give winter and summer
courses with classes held in their respective buildings.
There is one private skating rink located at Willard and Mt. Auburn
Streets (Harvard Square section). This is for members only. The best
service possible is provided at this rink which is surrounded by flood
lights.
^Known also as Clinker Field.
^Formerly Mill Pond.
••
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The dance halls in Cambridge are of different types. One of
them is indoors located at Massachusetts Avenue, across from Technology.
The other dance hall is an open air pavilion located on Memorial Drive
between River and Pleasant Streets.
There is no equipment for rifle ranges and archery. The private
boating facilities are on the Charles River from Cottage Farm Bridge
to Gerry* s Landing. The academies for riding are located outside the
city in Medford, Boston, Brookline, and Winchester. There are four
bowling alleys located in central points of Cambridge: Innan Square,
Central Square, Porter Square, and North Cambridge.
Cambridge has nine theatres: East Cambridge, Inman Square, Central
Square (3), Harvard Square, Observatory Hill, Porter Square, North
Cambridge.
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F. Sources of Revenue
The tax rate for 1933 is thirty-seven dollars and twenty cents
per $1000 of taxable property. The average total tax collected per
year is eighty per cent. The school department is allowed by an act
of the state legislature nine dollars for every #1000 of taxable pro-
perty. In other words, the amount of money given to the school depart-
ment for any given year rests solely on the amount of taxable property
for that year.
The physical education department was allowed for the year 1931
the sum of $20,481.50 plus $1111.05 for athletic uniforms. This
amount for athletic apparel is allotted each year to the school depart-
ment by an act of state legislature.
The state of Massachusetts allotted the following amounts of money
to the city of Cambridge for the year ending 1932:
General school fund $132,940,00
Evening Industrial school 12,908.50
Americanization 5,669.48
The Cambridge Neighborhood House, located at Harvard and Bur-
leigh Streets is a private benevolent organization that performs an
excellent piece of community work. It is located in a section where
the people are of small means. This organization performs social and
recreational activities at their building for the benefit of the
community.
The service organizations in the community are: League of Women
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Voters, Cambridge Industrial Association, Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions, ELks,
Knights of Columbus, Masons, Moose, Eastern Star, Odd Fellows, American
Legion, Women's Auxiliary of American Legion, War Mothers, Y.M.C.A.,
Y.W.C.A., Al Sfadth Club, Cantabrigia Club, and the various societies
connected with the churches throughout the city.
There are two local Parent-Teachers * Associations, one at the
Agassiz School and the other at the Peabody School. The school depart-
ment sponsors Parent-Teachers* meetings twice a year at every school
in the city.
School activities do not receive assistance during the year from
any local Girls and Boys Clubs, nor any direct support from the churches
of the city.
In past years individuals in the city have donated cups for basket-
ball and baseball championships. These cups were given to the winners
in the grammar school league. The American Legion has offered a cup
to the winner of the Rindge Technical School - Cambridge High and Latin
football series. The school that obtains three legs on the cup, re-
ceives the cup permanently.
The high school athletic association sponsors dances and plays
during the school year for the benefit of school athletics. Owing to
the fact that the high school athletic field for both schools is
located in a remote section of the city (Russell Field, North Cambridge?
the schools derive very little revenue from their games. Another
factor in the low gate receipts is the proximity of Harvard University,
Technology, Boston College, Boston University, and Tufts College, where
athletic events are staged during the same seasons.
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There are many memorial funds left to the city with certain re-
strictions, but according to authentic information (interview with City
Auditor), there are none available for the improvement of health in the
field of school health work.
Financial Statement
^
April 1, 1930 to March 31, 1931
Personal Service:
Administrative salaries $ 6,316.00
Permanent supervision 8,372,50
Part-time supervision 24,696.24
Total #39,384.74
Service other than personal:
Printing and binding # 230.69
Postage 30.00
Transportation of persons 250.00
Cartage and freight 8.75
Hire of teams and auto trucks 225.00
Rentals (including transfer to School Dept. )1, 645. 01
Motor vehicle repairs 194.16
Photographic and motion pictures 86.07
Service not otherwise coded 331.48
Band Concerts 466.80
Total $ 3,467.96
Equipment:
Apparatus $ 597,58
Electrical 174.21
Furniture and fittings 16.00
Educational and recreational 21.12
Tools and instruments 24.81
Total $ 833.72
Supplies:
Office $ 118.55
Water and Ice 58.65
Medical 59.13
Educational and recreational 2,355.93
Motor vehicle 149.85
Supplies not otherwise coded 248.98
Total $ 2,991.09
Incidental Expenditures:
Exhibitions, water carnival, pageant,
entertainments $ 847.35 $ 847.35
(Submitted by Stephen H. Mahoney, Superintendent of Recreation)
±Annual Report for year ending March 31, 1931. (Report of Park
Commissioner; annual report of the Superintendent of Recreation)
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SCHOOL
The schools belong to the citizens of Cambridge. The people of
the community keep in direct touch with the schools by the Parent-
Teachers Association and visits to the principals, deans, masters and
teachers. The citizens have a favorable attitude toward education and
its administration.
The Board of Education (School Committee) consists of seven members
and is selected from and by the registered voters in a direct election.
The duties of the School Committee are:
To supervise appropriations and expenditures; schools (determination
of courses of study, adoption of new textbooks, and election of teachers);
locations and plans of all school buildings; appointment of clerks,
supervision of attendance, custodians, and all other employees certified
by the Civil Service Commission. Its members also adopt rules of
procedure to govern their actions.
The two standing committees maintained by the School Committee are:
(a) Committee on Athletics; (b) Committee on Buildings and Grounds.
The superintendent of schools is directly responsible to the School
Committee. The duties of this officer are as follows:
1. To act as chief executive officer of the Committee;
2. To direct care and supervision of all public schools;
3. To direct and supervise all courses of study;
4. To report lack of qualifications of teachers;
5. To call teachers' meetings;
6. To attend all meetings of the School Committee;
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7. To determine records and forms to be used in the schools;
8. To have direct charge of all assistants, directors, and
supervisors;
9. To determine use to be made of school buildings;
10. To make all nominations of teachers, in writing, to the Committee;
11. To prepare and submit to the Committee annually, in June, a
list of teachers recommended by him for re-election;
12. To nominate principals of Evening Schools and Vacation Schools;
13. To recommend promotions of teachers;
14. To authorize transfer of teachers; to employ substitute teachers;
to suspend any teacher; to permit teachers to visit other schools;
15. To make all propositions for changes in courses of study and
textbooks to the Committee;
16. To hear, on appeal from the principals of schools, all com-
plaints arising against teachers. He must exercise his discretion in
all matters subject to the approval of the Committee;
17. To make a written report to the Committee annually, giving an
account of the schools and making such suggestions as he may deem
advisable;
18. To appoint under Civil Service Law;
19. To direct taking of School Census.
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The custodian receives his orders directly from the Superintendent
of school buildings and grounds. The superintendent of schools, through
the Superintendent of school buildings and grounds, has jurisdiction
over the school custodian. The general duties of the custodian are:
1. Opening and closing buildings; 10. Damage and loss;
2. Care of buildings; 11. Lighting;
3. Fire precaution; 12. Care of yards and sidewalks;
4. General maintenance; 13. Heat and ventilation;
5. Reports; 14i Use of fuel;
6. Sweeping and cleaning; 15. Repairs;
7. Washing windows; 16. Display of flag;
8. Care of heating apparatus; 17. Care of clocks.
9. Reporting of defects;
Custodians shall have the temperature of every room occupied for
school purposes at not less than 65° F. at 8 a.m. each school day,
o
and shall maintain the temperature in such rooms as near 65 as
possible during the hours of sessions, except during periods allotted
to physical exercises or recesses.
On sweeping nights, classrooms shall be vacated in accordance with
a schedule approved by the principal; the custodians to be permitted
>• to start sweeping the first room not later than five minutes after the
close of school in elementary schools. Notice of the time at which
each room must be vacated shall be given by the custodian by placing a
card in said room not later than 1.30 p.m.
Bo s ton University
School of Education
T f 1
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The custodian is not required to perform messenger service for
teachers, but is expected to be obliging in rendering such service as
far as their regular duties will permit. The principal of each school
is required to report each month to the superintendent of school build-
ings and grounds whether or not the custodian has obeyed the rules of
the Committee, and whether or not the work has been done in a satis-
factory manner.
Custodians have general supervision of the school premises under
their charge, and shall prevent any misconduct on the part of the school
children. There are 85 custodians in the school system. They are
apportioned according to the size of the school building. In some
schools there is a custodian and also an engineer; the custodian is
the superior. Custodians and engineers are under civil service; they
are appointed by the School Committee.
Research
There is no research department. Supervisors of attendance are
responsible to the superintendents office. There is no department of
health or director of health education in the school system.
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The school doctor is selected through the Civil Service., and
serves under the direction of the Board of Health, This doctor is on
part tine and devotes two hours each morning to school health work.
He gives instruction to the parents, and through the principals, the
teachers receive instructions. His capacity in regard to principal
and superintendent is advisory and instructive.
The doctor has no direct relation with the School Committee; he
is responsible to the Board of Health. This man is a surgeon and is
on call at any time for school health work. He is connected with the
Cambridge and the Cambridge Municipal Hospitals. His duties in regard
to student health work are: examination, diagnosis, communicable
disease control, and sanitation of school building. He does follow-
up work, and handles charity cases.
The school psychologist is on call for school work at all times
during the school day, and also by appointment after school hours and
on Saturdays. No one method of testing is applicable to all situations.
Individual Tests of General Intelligence, Group Tests of General
Intelligence, Individual Achievement Tests, Group Tests of Achievement,
Performance Tests and Mechanical Ability Tests are employed when the
needs of the occasion require them. If examination by a psychiatrist
seems desirable, arrangements are made with the consent of the parents.
The type of work, in general, is an attempt to safeguard the mental
health of the pupils.
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The duties of the psychologist are:
1. To note the various mental hygiene elements involved in various
school situations.
2. To point out how the handling of them may affect the emotional
life of the pupils concerned.
3. To indicate why some children are having unusual difficulty in
making a healthy adjustment to school life.
4. To indicate what the school can do to help straighten out the
difficulties.
5. To administer various tests in attempts to discover causes of
maladjustment, etc.
6. To interpret the test findings in terms of mental age, rate of
progress, school placement, etc.
7. To formulate future educational procedures for given individuals.
The psychologist in the school system of Cambridge is a woman
teacher at the Webster School who is listed as a vocational teacher and
serves part time as a psychologist. She receives the sum of five hundred
dollars for this work in addition to her tdaching salary. She is sub-
ject to call from her regular work by any principal or the superintendent.
Her relations with the pupil are those of an interested superior
seeking to ascertain and remove sources of educational and personality
defects. Her relations with the teachers and principals are cooperative
and advisory. She is subordinate to the superintendent, and is an
employee of the school board, serving indirectly under it, through
the agency of the superintendent.
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The psychologist advises and cooperates with the parents. Follow-
up work is done during the school life of the children concerned, and,
in certain cases, after they have left school.
The school nurse is under the Board of Health and responsible to
that body. She is on full time for school work, and works through
the principal of each school. The school nurse is in close cooperation
with the public clinics, and also with the truant officer.
There is a close check-up of all cases, with a reasonable amount
done in cases of unexcused absences and with uncooperative families.
The following rules have been outlined for the guidance of all
nurses, and are to be strictly complied with, unless waived by the
Head School Nurse:
1. Report to City Hall at 8:30 a.m., Monday, Wednesday and Saturday;
2. Make out health cards for each child;
3. Take charge of eye and ear test results recorded by the teachers;
4. Record all defects diagnosed by the doctors;
5. Weigh and measure every child in schools where there are scales;
6. Examine every child once a month during school term, noting
skin, head, teeth, and other defects that should be brought to the
attention of the school doctor;
7. Open Air pupils to be examined by school doctor once a month;
weighed and measured once a month;
8. Assist in physical examinations of every child in grades each
year, before December 1;
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9. Make daily reports Monday, Wednesday, and Friday;
10. Deliver monthly reports by the fifth of the succeeding month;
11. All teachers' statements are to be signed by school physician
and shall be handed in each month with monthly reports;
12. Each nurse will have two weeks in her turn on work certificate
examination in Room 24, City Hall, 8:15 a.m.;
13. Regular hours for work - 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., one hour for
lunch.
The superintendent is the immediate superior of the physical
educators in the school system. This instructor is hired as a
physical educator, and although there is keen competition in athletics
with priees awarded, the child's health is of primary importance.
The attitude of the city toward physical education is excellent,
and the physical educator's relations with pupil, teacher, principal,
parent, and superintendent are of the best.
No traditions or precedents are set up for the guidance of the
instructor. He receives his instructions from the superintendent in
special cases, and otherwise his duties are regulated as follows:
1. They shall aid the superintendent in the supervision of in-
struction in their respective departments;
2. They shall consult with the superintendent frequently regard-
ing matters of instruction in the schools for the purpose of making
suggestions and of receiving his directions;
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3. They shall have supervision of all equipment and material con-
nected with their respective departments, including all material to be
used at public entertainments to be given either directly or indirectly
under school auspices, or for school purposes, to the end that the
standard of the educational training of the pupils shall not be lowered,
and that of the community may be raised.
4. They shall visit schools for the purpose of observing the teach-
ing by the teachers, of giving them instruction and counsel, and of
teaching model lessons in the schoolroom for their benefit.
5. During such visits they shall, whenever they deem it advisable,
hold conferences of teachers for the discussion of matters connected with
the instruction of the schools.
6. They shall confer with the principals regarding the instruction
in their schools and relative to individual teachers, making suggestions
for their improvement and conveying the directions received from the
superintendent
.
7. In their work, they shall, so far as possible, follow regular
programs approved by the superintendent.
8. They shall hold and conduct meetings of teachers in their
respective departments at such times and places as the superintendent
may determine, at which meetings they shall discuss with them educa-
tional topics and the details of their work in accordance with the
general plans and policies of the superintendent.
c
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9. They shall at stated times report to the superintendent upon
the work of their respective departments.
10. They shall report immediately to the superintendent cases of
delinquency upon the part of principals, of assistants, and of teachers,
or refusal to carry out the directions given them.
The duties of the supervisors are: to supervise kindergarten and
special classes; to hold monthly mothers* meetings; to meet with
kindergarten teachers; to explain programs to kindergarten teachers;
to visit homes of children.
Their relations with the pupils are to demonstrate the program;
with teachers, to check up on kind ergartnere* work; with the principal,
superintendent and school committee, to cooperate. The supervisors
on entering a school, report to the principal and talk over the work
of kindergartners and assistants.
The superintendent of schools is the immediate superior. It is
proper to jump the heads of the superiors when it involves professional
integrity, but in general, it depends upon the individual case.
The principal's authority in flow of power and selecting pupils
is in general without appeal. The teachers are responsible to the
principal of their building. The pupils are directly responsible to
the teachers and indirectly to the principal.
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B. Facilities
Gymnas iums
Physical examination equipment - scales, stadiometer.
Auxiliary rooms and offices.
3 gymnasiums (boys and girls).
Sizes of gymnasiums - 80 x 80; 100 I 50.
Locations - first floors and basement.
Lighting system - direct lighting.
System of ventilation - fan.
Gymnasiums cleaned - twice a week.
Hand apparatus used - Indian clubs, balls, dumb-bells, wands.
Heavy apparatus used - Horses, bucks, parallel bars, rings, ropes
and ladders.
There are mats, piano, radio, markings on the floor for different
courts, basketball, bat-boards and baskets.
Shower baths ere not compulsory, and conditions are not favorable
for boys to take them at Cambridge High and Latin School.
Supplies are not available. No towels are supplied by the school
department
.
Swimming Pools
There are no swimming pools in any of the school buildings.
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Playgrounds
Number - 19.
Location - most of them near schools.
Hours for small playgrounds: 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. all summer.
Some 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. spring and fall.
Hours for large playgrounds: 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. during daylight
saving period. After school hours during spring and fall.
Supervisors - both men and women.
Also special teachers.
Winter sports - partly organized. There is supervision of skating
and hockey-rinks and toboggan slide.
Appearance of grounds - mostly bare; some turf - level.
Wading pool - one at John J. Aharn Field, East Cambridge.
Shade trees on grounds - on about half the areas.
Hilly grounds for winter sports - toboggan slide at Fresh Pond.
Shape of playground - rectangular.
Sand-boxes - none because of sanitary reasons.
Clay modelling tables - none.
Equipment on grounds - swings, slides, teeters, jungle-jims,
basketball courts and paddle tennis courts.
Baseball diamonds - 8 major; 6 boys' diamonds.
Condition of diamonds - fair.
Box and plate - rubber in most cases.
Provisions for marking field - yes.
Bats, balls and gloves - on demand from the play director.
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Bats are selected for different age groups.
Leagues - both indoor and outdoor.
Facilities for games - football, tennis, paddle tennis, volley-
ball, kick ball, dodgeball, quoits, track events, soccer.
Accidents - First Aid kits on each playground; serious cases
removed to Municipal Hospital.
Clubhouses - on all the larger playgrounds.
Tables and benches for handcraft - yes.
Drinking fountains - yes.
Showers - on all large grounds.
Storing of equipment - recreation buildings and school buildings.
Benches and bleachers - on larger playgrounds.
Caretaker on grounds - yes.
Supervision of "drinks" - yes.
Playrooms in Grade Schools
Number of playrooms - 1
Size of rooms - 150 z 50
Ventilation - windows; heat-o-vent.
Lighting - direct.
Heating - vapor system.
Composition of floor - blocks set on ends.
Accessibility - good.
Safety exits - yes.
Obstructions on floor - no.
Equipment - victrola, radio, stall bars, mats, balls, Indian clubs,
bean bags, doll house, clay, trays, tables, blocks.

Senior High School
Size of lockers - 12* x 36n .
Material of lockers - steel.
Availability of lockers - not enough for each student.
Type of lock - individual.
Spaced and arranged - yes.
Benches in locker rooms - yes.
Ventilation of lockers - airshafts, windows, ventilated lockers.
Floor of room - cement.
Drainage - good.
Protection against athlete^ foot - necessary precautions.
Towels supplied - no.
Dressing rooms adjacent to showers - yes.
Showers are not used, so cleaning is irregular.
Hair dryers - none.
Corrective room - yes.
Ventilation of corrective room - windows.
Conditions of room - clean, sanitary, cheerful, modern equipment.
Cafeterias - modern cafeteria on fifth floor at Rindge Technical
School. Cafeterias in basement at Cambridge High and Latin School.
Food - wholesome, well-balanced.
Conditions of cafeterias - Latin School not pleasant.
Ventilation of cafeterias - poor at Latin School.
Person in charge - trained dietitian.
School Nurse*s office - conveniently located for pupils.
Equipment - scales, lamps, measuring implements, etc.
••
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C. Services and Personnel
for Physical Education
The number of persons required for the Department of Physical
Education depends on enrollment and system.^- The organization of the
department is as follows:
Director (man) $3,850 (maximum salary)
2 Assistant Directors (men) $3,152 (each)
Assistant Director (woman) #2,400
Teacher (man) $1,938
Teachers (5 women) §1,938 (each)
The two physical educators for girls at Cambridge High School are
listed under the title of that school. These two teachers are responsible
to the headmaster of the Latin School.
There is no Director of Health in the schools of Cambridge.
There are nine school dentists who are under the jurisdiction of
the Board of Health. Dental clinics are never permissible under the
t
School Committee (General Laws, Chapter III, Section 50). These school
dentists follow up their inspection work by giving treatment at the
various clinics in the schools. The school dentist receives about
#1,200 a year for his school work.
The law requires that at least once year, each child shall be
separately and carefully tested. This examination is to be made by
a school physician. Notices are sent home to parents and the school
1
Manual of the Public Schools, Cambridge Recorder, City of Cambridge, 1933.
2
School Hygiene Handbook (No. 3), Massachusetts Department of Public
Health. Page 8.
t
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nurses follow up the cases. To encourage health activities this
department has a well carried out program. There is corrective work
in all the schools during the school year. There are special classes
and general instruction to all pupils in this corrective work, which
is followed up by the doctor when necessary.
The individual's physical education program is determined by his
or her individual needs (Director's Report). One hundred and fifty
minutes per week are allotted to physical education. Recess periods
are supervised by teachers. Other physical education periods are
supervised by classroom teachers. The nature of the physical educa-
tion program is games, calisthenics, and athletics.
Swimming for high school boys is offered at the Cambridge Y.M.C.A.
This offer was made in May 1933 by the Y.LI. C.A. and was accepted by the
School Committee. Classes are offered in folk dancing: and rhythm.
These classes are required. Enrollment in the physical education
classes ahow a distribution of 80 to 120 in gymnasiums, and 30 to 40
in classrooms.
There are fourteen physical educators in the Department of Physical
Education. They constitute ten members as listed in the manual, two
teachers listed under Cambridge High and Latin School, and two sub-
stitutes (substitute names are never published in the manual). The
supervisor or director,as he is known, is a graduate of Posse Normal
School and has taken special courses at Cornell University Summer School.
There are twelve salaried teachers in the department, practice teachers
not being allowed in Cambridge. A31 physical educators are required to
^ Annual Records, City of Cambridge, 1931.
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present a certificate from an accredited school of physical education.
The duties of the supervisor are supervision, instruction and
daily visits. The supervisor plans the program for all schools in
the system. The facilities which are taken into account in planning
programs are ground space and gymnasiums. The method of grading in
physical education is the same as academic grading (E, G, F, P, etc.)
The after-school activities for the massed - intramural sports are
basketball, baseball and track. These activities are under the depart-
ment of physical education. They are organized by classes (6th, 7th,
and 8th) in basketball and baseball. Track is organized into the
various divisions. The pupils who are interested in these sports are
the only ones that these activities reach. Records are kept of height,
weight, age, and physical examinations.
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D. Students
In the high school, the Faculty Managers-is the controlling element
of interscholastic athletics. This element is not connected with the
student board organization, which is self-supporting. The Faculty-
Manager also has influence in the school league.
In Cambridge, scholastic requirements in regard to athletic compe-
tition are: a student must be passing in at least IE credits; i.e.,
if a student is enrolled for five ten - credit subjects, he or she must
be receiving passing grades in three of these subjects in order to
represent the school. These requirements are enforced by the head-
masters. There is no pressure used to keep athletes eligible.
All school athletes are examined once a year, but for each in-
dividual sport, by a school physician for athletics who receives a
salary of $200. a year. There is a physician on the field during
competition. Further, interscholastic competition is a part of the
physical education program.
Teams are coached by teacher coaches, who receive the following
amounts in addition to the regular teaching salary:
Football #600. (Assistant $300. a season).
Hockey #400.
Basketball $400.
Easeball §500,
The number of individuals in each sport who receive regular in-
struction are: basketball, 1200; baseball, 500 (in high and grammar school^)
Two faculty managers at the high schools. Each receives $600. a
year. In charge of arranging schedules, finances and equipment.
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There is an excellent spirit manifested on the field of competition.
The school committee exercises control over the field of competi-
tion during the school season. The police are responsible for crowd
control, and are hired by the Faculty Manager for each game. Cambridge
has yet to witness a disgraceful scene at any school contest. This city
enjoys a fine reputation for the conducting of school sports; they
are not over-emphasized and not out of the control of the school authori-
ties. The school coaches do not have to produce winning teams in order
to have a successful season.
Awards are given for definite achievement in athletics, games and
posture. These awards are given to boys and girls for athletic con-
test results. The type of awards is cups, shields, letters, numerals
and pins. The method of determining awards is based on the following
criteria: number of points gained, definite sport and definite mark.
The cost of the teaching staff in physical education amounts to
$80,481.50. Supervision costs $12,554. The use of St. Mary's
gymnasium (academic purposes also) costs $6,000. a year.
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E. Eealth of Students
The physical fitness of the students is measured for height, weight,
and is also given a medical examination. This school system does not
use physical capacity tests. The results of the above tests are taken
into consideration when the program is planned. These tests are the
basis for a program of individual needs and correctives.
1. Health education
a. Nutrition
b. Health habits
c. First aid
d. Medical examination
2. Postural
a. Physical examination
b. Diagnosis
c. Corrective exercises
d. Periodic posture tests
3. Motor ability
a. Muscular adaptability
b. Tests and measurements
c. Activities according to needs
d. Coordinative and efficiency exercises
(1) dance. (2) apparatus.
4. Recreation
a* games
b. clubs *
These items were checked by the Department of Physical Education from
the questionnaire submitted. The prop-ram in school would be administered
by regular vial ta-tO-schoo l (physical ftrhicnt.or) mr\ regular daiJLy-^schedule.
This program would not overlap another course. The time required for
each need would depend upon the type of program as provided for any well-
balanced program of physical education. It is advisable to have re-
creational activity as inter-mural as well as an extra-curricular activity.
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SUMMARY
This survey includes a great deal of information on the physical
aspects of the City of Cambridge. Its size, natural resources, and
the characteristics of its inhabitants are necessary to an understanding
of its educational facilities, and the opportunities there are for
improvements.
The following brief outline of the thesis or survey is an attempt
to show the exact relationship of each department, and where exactly,
each school officer fits into the general plan.
The government of the city is known as Plan B - government by a
Mayor and City Council, elected by districts and a± large. The City
Council of 15 members is vested with legislative powers. Three members
of the School Committee are elected biennially for four years. There
are six members. The Committee chooses two standing committees, one
for Athletics; and another for Buildings and Grounds.
The following commissions are appointed by the mayor, subject to
approval of the City Council; Water Board, Safety Commission, Park
Commission, Board of Public Welfare, Public Library Department, and
Registry of Voters. All are unpaid except the last, whose members
receive $2,000 each, and the secretary #3,000,
The Board of Health is made up of three members chosen for a three
year term. It has eight divisions covering all phases of public health
work.
The Board's work is shown in part by the record of Communicable
Disease Control, Schick Clinics, Visiting Nurse Association, School
Medical Association, School Nurses* work covering both regular school
t4 1 - » - - '
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sessions and summer camps. The school nurses* reports of activity show
visits made both at home and in clinics. The findings of the school
dentists, nine in number of membership, show a very detailed activity
in this department.
There are 19 grounds used for recreational purposes, and located
in different sections of the city, mostly near schools. Children have
access to the playgrounds after school hours and during the summer vaca-
tion period. There is one community center in Central Square which
furnishes indoor activities, and three settlement houses contributing
to recreational opportunities. These last are sponsored and controlled
by civic organizations. There are two city clubs for men and boys, but
they do not have facilities for recreation. Cambridge has neither
country clubs nor foundations. There are three summer camps, conducted
under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A. , the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts.
There are facilities for free play, swimming, boating, and ball
games. Hiking, climbing, and riding are not provided within the city.
In the winter there are opportunities for skating and tobogganing. Two
streets are closed to traffic in the summer.
Many tennis courts are privately owned, but only one public court
is available at Rindge Field, nor do the schools have tennis courts.
A city golf course is in process of construction. The playgrounds
have all the regulation athletic equipment besides baseball diamonds
and shelter buildings.
No rifle and archery ranges are provided, but there are private
boating privileges between Cottage Farm Bridge and Gerry's Landing.
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There are four bowling alleys, two public dance halls, and nine
theatres in Cambridge.
The tax rate in Cambridge for 1933 was $37.20 for each thousand
dollars of taxable property. From this the school department is
allowed $9. for every $1000 of taxable property, so that the school
budget varies annually according to the amount of taxable property.
The physical education program received in 1931 $20,481.50, plus
$1,111.05 allowed by the state for athletic uniforms. The general
school fund in 1932 was $132,940.; for Evening Industrial Schools,
$12,908.50; and for Americanization, $5,669,48.
There is no fund available for development of school health work.
None of the benevolent organizations contribute other than to local
charities and to special funds. School activities, especially athletics,
are self-supporting, and receive no outside assistance save in the case
of trophies presented for competition. There is very little revenue
from sports events which are open to the public.
The people of the community are in direct touch with school acti-
vities by their contacts with the school authorities ranging from
superintendent down through teachers and assistants.
The superintendent's duties are many and varied, and he acts as
a chief executive officer for the School Committee.
The custodians of the schools receive orders from and are responsi-
ble to the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds appointed by the
School Committee. The duties of the custodians are well defined and
their work is subject to the criticism of the schools principal who
reports each month to the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds.
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The school doctor is chosen under Civil Service rules and is
responsible to the Board of Health, He gives two hours each morning
to school health work. His duties in general consist of examination,
diagnosis, communicable disease control, and sanitation of school
buildings.
The school psychologist is a woman teacher serving part-time for
a small additional remuneration. She is on call at any time. Her
duty is to give the students psychological examinations, and with the
results in mind to attempt to remove obstacles in the way of the pupils'
educational and mental development. Her capacity is almost entirely
advisory where teachers and superiors are concerned.
The school nurse, like the doctor, is directly responsible to the
Board of Health, but is on a full-time basis. She cooperates with the
public clinics and the truant officer. She must supervise and assist
in examinations made by the school doctor and follow up the reports made
by the teachers monthly. This work is also part of her monthly report.
The physical educator is subject to the superintendent and consults
with him on questions involving matters of procedure or policy. They
may hold conferences to explain to teachers matters of instruction in
the schools. In general, his programs follow the plans approved by
the superintendent.
Tjhe superintendent also oversees the work of the supervisors, who
are in touch with the mothers, and assist in formulating programs for
kindergarten teachers and assistants in special classes.
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Facilities in school gymnasiums are listed and show for the most
part a very complete line of equipment, except that there are no swim-
ming pools in any of the school buildings.
There are 19 playgrounds with swings, slides, teeters, etc. Details
omitted are sand-boxes, clay modelling tables, and wading pools, only
one being available in any recreation ground. In general, the appear-
ance of the grounds is bare.
Playrooms in the grade schools are in good condition and supply
an excellent opportunity for the children to enjoy these facilities.
Conditions in the Cambridge Latin School are not satisfactory in
most respects. There is no towel supply, showers are not compulsory,
and hair dryers are not available. The cafeteria at Latin School is
known to be ill-ventilated, situated in the basement, and the physical
aspect of the room uninviting, whereas, there is a modern cafeteria
at Rindge Technical School.
There are ten persons required in the Department of Physical Educa-
tion, four men and six women. In addition, there are two women in-
structors at Cambridge High School, and two substitutes.
The head of the department is a man, but there is no provision for
a Director of Health in the school system. The different officers of
the system, as shown in this report, are responsible either to the Board
of Health or to the superintendent of schools. Such an arrangement
does not make for efficient programs, aims, aid results. A Director
of Health would bring into the organization of these groups a uniformity
which is now lacking.
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There is, however, an excellent program of corrective work in all
schools. There are special classes and general instruction supplemented
by the necissary medical attention. The individual program is deter-
mined by individual needs as shown in physical examinations. Details
of the program are games, calisthenics, and athletics.
Training for sports is in the hands of teacher coaches receiving
pay for services in addition to regular salaries. In the high school,
the Faculty Manager controls interscholastic athletics. There are
scholastic requirements for competition, records of which are kept by
the headmaster, but no pressure is brought to bear to keep the students
eligible. Competing athletes are responsible for their own delinquen-
cies and if ineligible, are not allowed to compete.
Each athlete must be examined once a year for each sport in which
he participates. Awards are given for definite and deserving achieve-
ment in athletic events.
The health of students is the basis for the physical education
program, and the tests are made for height, weight, and physical defects.
There are no physical capacit3'- tests. The four major considerations
in a program are : Health Education, Postural, Motor Ability, and
Recreation.
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APPRAISAL OF SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM
June 1933
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Details of Score
Health Protection
A. Sanitation
1. Location
2. Building
3. Up-keep
B. Examinations
1. Physical
2. Dental
3. Psychological
C. Communicable Disease
1. Routine procedure
2. Epidemics
Correction of Defects
A. Special Classes
1. Open air
2. Sight conservation
3. Mentally retarded
4. Crippled
5. Speech improvement
6. Lip reading
B. Clinics
1, Nutrition
2, Dental (throat
3. Eye, ear, nose and
4, Cardiac and lung
5. Posture
6. Habit
C. Follow-Up
1. Methods
2. Nursing Service
3. Records
D. Results
1. Dental
2. Eye
3. Nose and throat
4. Ear
5. Heart and lung
6. Posture
7. Nutrition
8. Skin and scalp
5
75
20
90
20
15
Hoo
25
15
10
10
5
5
5
5
8
5
5
5
2
25
25
20
20
10
20
10
10
10
10
10
4
55
15
70
20
15
LOO
25
15
10
10
5
5
5
5
8
5
5
3
0
20
25
15
15
8
15
5
8
8
10
7
Health Promotion
A. Hygienic arrangement of program
1, For pupil
2. For teacher
B. Physical activities
1 . Playgrounds
2. Gymnasia or play-
rooms
3. Physical education
pr ogram
50
25
10
20
65
40
25
25
13
50
C. Health training and instruction
1. Objectives LO 0
2. Attitude and quali-
fications of per-
sonnel 50 0
3. Health education
procedures 70 0
4. Results 50 0
Total Score
1 2
1000 669
School Health Apparaisal form,
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. Published by the Department
of Biology and Public Health,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. For the
City of Cambridge, this form has been
scored by C. P. Cronin.
This survey and appraisal of the
school health program discloses the
following facts:
Physical Education
1. No classification of pupils.
2. Lack of proper tests to determine
the individual needs.
3. No measurement of results.
Health Education
No course of study in health edu-
cation for elementary and secondary
schools. School heal th^jrogram of
Cambridge is scored at 669 out of a
perfect score of 1000.
Standard score
2 Score of Cambridge
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RECCMMKIIDATIONS
1. A unified school health program covering health protection,
health teaching and physical education under one head responsible to the
Superintendent of Schools, and to be known as a Director of Health
Education. (See Appendices B and C).
2. Adopt a course of study in health education for elementary
schools. (Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Education,
Mabel C. Bragg, Chairman).
3. Adopt a course of study in health education for secondary
schools. (Commonwealth of Massachusetts
,
Department of Education,
Mabel C. Bragg, Chairman).
4. Redirect physical education program in order to meet the in-
dividual, physical and health habit needs of the pupils. (Differentiated
programs according to the physical fitness of the pupils.) Use of
accurate tests for the purpose of classifying pupils into their proper
groups and also for a measurement of results.
5. All athletic coaching to be done by members of the physical
education department. No extra compensation for any coaching.
6. The work of the faculty managers in the two high schools be
turned over to the Director of Physical Education.
7. The Department of Physical Education to take over the work of
the summer playgrounds. The personnel of the physical education de-
partment to supervise the summer playgrounds and give health teaching.
8. Readjustment of physical educators* (men and women) salaries to
compensate them for additional work in the summer.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HEALTH
DEVELOPMENT
1. Organic
Development
2. "Vitality"
3. Posture
4. Neuromuscu-
lar skills
5. Others
SOCIAL
EFFICIENCY
1 . Courage
2. Initiative
3. Self-
control
4. Perseverance
5. Honesty
)
Faip
6. Justice)p^ay
7. Courtesy)
8. Cooperation
9. Sympathy
10. Loyally
11. Others
CULTURE
1. Information*
2. Sympathy*
3. Understand-
ing =
4. Appreciations
of:
a. Physical
laws
b. Human nature
c. Rhythm and
musi c
d. Others
1 Educational Objectives of Physical Activity - Frederick Rand Rogers.
(A.S. Barnes & Co.). Pages 109 and 110, Appendix.
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HEALTH EDUCATION
HEALTH
PROTECTION
1. Hygiene build-
ing construction
2. Health exami-
nations (physical
mental medical)
3 . Follow-up
services
4. Building sani-
tation
5. Communicable
disease control
6* Daily health
inspections
7. Accident pre-
vention
8, First aid ser-
vices
9, Special school
adjustanents
(sight saving
classes, etc.)
10. Hygienic
school programs
11 o Teacher health
services
12. Mental hygiene
15. Others
HEALTH
TEACHING
1. Inculcation
of habits and
attitudes
2. Inculcation
of information
and knowledge
a. Safety
b. Sanitation
c. Nutrition
d. Physiology
e. Social
hygiene
f. Others
HEALTH
DEVELOPMENT
1. "Physical
Education1*
a. Weekly pro-
grams in all large
muscle activities
for physically nor-
mal pupils
b. Daily pro-
grams in special
activities for
physically sub-
normal pupils
c. Regular pro-
grams in leadership
and self-direction
for physically
super-normal pupils
d. Medical
gymnastics
2. Other develop-
mental programs
a. School feed-
ing?
b. Open air
classes
c. Others
Educational Objectives of Physical Activity - Frederick Rand Rogers.
(A.S. Barnes & Co.). Pages 109 and 110, Appendix.
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Homines ad deos nulla re propius accedunt
quam salutem hominlbus dando.
In nothing do men more nearly approach the
gods than in giving health to men.
- Cicero (70 B.C.)
The principal aim of gymnastics is the
education of all youth and not simply that minority
of people highly favored by Nature.
- Aristotle (350 B.C.)
(Politics VI, 1, 1342b)
The measures which the State should adopt
for public welfare should always aim at the grand
mass of citizens; for only the education of all the
citizens, with no exceptions, will give birth to
collective virtue.
- Aristotle
(Nichomachean Ethics, V, 5, 1130b)
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